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Iskysoft imedia converter deluxe download

With iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe, you can easily convert videos at 90X speeds faster. It has rich video editing features like Cut, Crop, Rotate, Watermark, Subtitle and Volume, etc., and you can also convert videos online. It can also act as an all-in-one DVD tool to help convert home DVDs, DVD copy and backup,
edit DVD files, burn videos to DVD etc. Supported screen recorder video formats include: AVI, MP4, MPG, MPEG, MKV, MOD, TOD, WMV, DV, ASF, RM, RMVB, M4V, TIVO, DPG, VOB, 3GP, 3G2, DAT, MOV, FLV, F4V, AP3, AIF, NUT, NSV, WebM, MTS, TS, M2TS, TOD, HD WMV, HD MKV, TP, TRP, HD MOD, HD
MOV, HD FLV, Youtube Video, Vimeo, VEVO, Facebook Video, Flv, SWF, F4 etc. Overall, iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe provides the user-friendly interface and functions, and there's no need to worry about quality loss during the conversion process at all. In addition to standard tools, you can get some advanced
features in the toolbox, including a Metadata Information Editor, a VR converter, and a GIF Maker too. 1. Trim video or audio into multiple parts and you can simply convert or merge the specific segments you want.2. Join multiple files in a full one so you can enjoy your exported movies or videos without interruption.3.
Adjust the brightness, saturation, and contrast of the video, or add some special effects to make it unique!4. Add an image (PNG. or JPG) or text watermark to the video for video protection.5. Supports flexible output settings such as Resolution, Frame Rate, Encoder, and Bit rate.1. Converts between video formats such
as MP4, MP4 AVC, M4V, AVI, WMV, MOV, etc. and HD videos such as HD MKV, HD WMV, AVCHD (MTS, M2TS), etc.2. Extract soundtracks and dialogue from DVD or video movies in audio formats such as WMA, MP3, AAC, and so on. Supports flexible output settings such as Resolution, Frame Rate, Encoder, and
Bit Rate, and allows you to produce exactly the video/audio required for devices.iSkysoft iMedia Converter for Windows converts video or audio DVD discs and rips simultaneously for export to various popular video formats. Download for WindowsBuy nowFrom trusted partner iMedia Converter for Mac is a powerful
digital video converter that allows you to convert video to virtually any format. Convert directly to formats optimized to play on new iPads, iPods, iPhones5, Apple TV 3s, or other mobile devices. Also convert to common video formats such as WMV, AVI, MP4, MOV, FLV, etc.&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Enjoy your favorite videos
and movies on iPad, iPhone, iPod, Apple TV, PSP, etc.&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Convert videos to almost any video and audio format.&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Default output presets optimized for iDVD and YouTube.1. Resize video or tweak settings (resolution, frame rate, encoder, bitrate, etc.) and you can save settings for future
use.2. Take a snapshot from any frame of the video to capture your favorite scene and save it to the JPG JPG image Convert homemade DVDs with one of the existing subtitles, audio tracks, or without subtitles.4. Trim a large video or DVD movie into multiple parts and get video clips, whether for viewing on mobile
devices or for use with video tools.5. They allow you to merge multiple videos or movie files into one so you can enjoy a long movie without interruption.6. Crop the image to unwanted backgrounds, black borders, or to emphasize a particular focal point.1. Quickly convert HD videos such as AVCHD MTS/M2TS, AVCHD
Lite, TS, HD MKV, WMV HD, HD MOV, and standard video to any popular format, including WMV, MP4, AVI, MOV, MPG/MPEG, FLV, MP3, and more.2. Simple presets make video conversion to fit iOS devices. Enjoy your videos, movies and TV shows on new iPads, iPods, iPhones (iPhone 5) and Apple TV 3 (1080p
output videos available).iMedia Converter for Mac is an easy-to-use multimedia tool to convert DVDs and videos to any video format of your choice, with high conversion speed. Download iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe for free – The highest quality and fastest 90X video conversion software that can record and edit
videos at the same timeSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe is a high quality and fast 90X video conversion software that can record and edit videos at the same time. iSkysoft iMedia Converter has rich video editing features like Trim, Crop, Rotate, Watermark, Subtitle and Volume, etc., and you can also convert videos
online. iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe offers user-friendly interfaces and features, and you don't have to worry about losing quality during the transition. In addition to standard tools, you can also get some advanced features in the toolbox, including metadata information optimization, VR Converter, and GIF Maker.
iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe Features Convert DVDs, copy and back up iSkysoft iMedia Converter Deluxe DVDs that edit DVD files, burn dvd videos, and more. Screen recording support Support formats: AVI, MP4, MPG, MPEG, MKV, MOD, TOD, WMV, DV, ASF, RM, RMVB, M4V, TIVO, DPG, VOB, 3GP, 3G2,
DAT, MOV, FLV, F4V, AP3, AIF, NUT, NSV, WebM, MTS, TS, M2TS, TOD, HD WMV, HD MKV, TP, TRP, HD MOD, HD MOV, HD FLV, Youtube Video, Vimeo, VEVO, Facebook Video, FLV, SWF, F4V, etc. iskysoft-horizontal Product Guide Tech Spec Reviews Download NOW BUY NOW UNiConverter supports HD
and 4K, convert 4K video Compress HD video to a smaller size without loss of quality. Record video and audio from high-quality sites, desktops, or webcams. Built-in video editor to trim, crop video files, or add subtitles and to improve videos. UniConverter allows you to convert 4K/HD videos such as 1080P and 720P to
any main format quickly and easily. Compress the video to free up storage space by reducing the file size without losing quality. UniConverter supports batch conversion of video files and even merge video files into one to save a lot of time. Uniconverter supports more than 1000 formats, including popular HD video
formats such as HD MP4, TS, MTS, HD MKV, HD AVI, MOV, HD MPEG, etc. Seamlessly convert HD videos at 30X faster speeds by supporting GPU acceleration of NVIDIA CUDA, NVENC, and Intel HD Graphics and taking full advantage of the multicore processor. Uniconverter gives you the powerful screen recording
feature, which allows you to record all activities, including audio on your PC or webcam, and create screen recording to make videos like teaching or gaming. You can capture any part of the screen or simply record the entire screen without any loss of quality. Record Webcam Recording Screen Record Audio Download
high-quality online video and audio files from popular video sharing sites. 10,000: Save videos from 10,000 sites. 4K: Download 4K &amp; 1080P videos online without loss of quality. Video on MP3: Extract the audio file from the online video. Record: Record online videos with 1:1 quality and support recording with
custom aspect ratio. Transfer: Allows you to quickly transfer downloaded video files to mobile devices or external hard drives. UniConverter only takes a few minutes for all beginners to easily customize videos with the built-in video editing tool. Add local and online subtitle files. Add a text or image watermark for copyright
protection. Trim or crop the unwanted part of the video and merge the video clips. Various free effects and filters are provided. Improve your video in seconds. Increase or reduce the volume of video and audio files. UniConverter also features an all-in-one DVD burner that can convert, back up, edit, and burn any video
format to DVD files. Burn any video format to DVD, Blu-ray disc, DVD folder, and ISO/IFO files from your computer, camera, or phone. Cut, crop, and rotate videos, or add watermark and subtitles before burning DVDs, even enhance video with preset effects. Customize DVD videos with over 30 free templates. Save DVD
video to Mac or Windows PC as backup files. Burn music files to CDs. Convert images to other formats such as PNG, JPG. Create GIFs from videos or images. Autocorrect and change media metadata. Transfer files to the or on your hard drive. Burn audio files to CDs. Rip music from CD. Convert videos to VR format
and have fun on your VR devices. This HD video converter gives you the easiest way to transfer video files to your phone, tablets and external hard drives. Just try and enjoy your videos whenever you want. Video converter: To convert the video, you can select the Video Converter tab and import the video first. then click
the format and folder. After that, click Start All. Downloader: For video dowanloads, you can select Dowanloader section and paste video URLs. Screen Recorder: To record the video, press the Screen Recorder tab and slect options to record. DVD Burner: Go to the DVD Burner tab, then upload your videos. After that,
give it a name and choose a menu for the DVD disc. Press the Burn button to start burning the DVD file. Video Editor: Choose the Video Editor section and import videos. You can now trim, crop, add subtitles/watermarks/effects to the video. Toolbox: In the toolbox, you can get useful tools to transfer videos to mobile
devices, edit your video metadata information, convert VR videos, record screen, convert videos/photos to GIFs, and copy DVDs. Completing the award-winning products in our review of the best video converters is UniConverter.This video converter sits head and shoulders above most of the competition. Compatibility
issues kiss goodbye forever. A combined video converter, DVD burner and online video downloader application - UniConverter gives you a unique solution for video, audio and DVD files. UniConverter takes the video converter to a different level. For the existing conversion and editing feature of its sister video converter
pro program, this ultimate edition incorporates full DVD support. Trusted by thousands of users
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